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Born in Kansas City, Missouri on September 10, 1982, Misty Copeland  is a soloist at the
American Ballet Theatre. A recipient of the Leonore Annenberg Fellowship in the Arts, she is
also an inductee into the Boys and Girls Club Alumni Hall of Fame.

  

She lives in New York City and can be visited online at www.MistyCopeland.com   and followed
on Twitter at @mistyonpointe. Here, she talks about her memoir, 
Life in Motion: An Unlikely Ballerina
.

  

Kam Williams: Hi Misty [Copeland] , thanks for the interview. I really enjoyed your
autobiography.

  

Misty Copeland: Thank you.
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KW: What inspired you to write it at such a young age?

  

MC: I didn’t expect it to happen this soon, but it seemed like the right time when I was
approached by Simon and Schuster, based on the way it was presented to me. It wasn’t going
to be an end-all to me career, like “This is what I’ve done.” Rather, it’s more focused on how I
feel about all my experiences in life and what I’ve learned from them, while I’m still in the midst
of my career. So, it’s almost like I’m sharing that, inviting people into my world and bringing
them along on a journey that I’m still on.     

      

KW: You suffered a half-dozen stress fractures in 2012. Did having the time to write while
recuperating play a part in your decision?  

  

MC: Absolutely! [Chuckles] I had a lot of time recovering from my surgery.

  

KW: The book is so well-written and you were so forthcoming that I already feel like I
know you before speaking to you.

  

MC: Good! [Giggles]

  

KW: You didn’t begin with ballet until you were 13, and yet you’ve made it all the way to
the top of the profession. That’s almost unheard of! How hard was that?  

  

MC: It’s extremely difficult, and not an approach I would recommend. But, at the time, I didn’t
grasp what I was doing. It was just fun, it came naturally to me, and I enjoyed learning
something new every single day. So, I didn’t think of it as difficult at the time.

  

KW: In the book, you talk about being blessed with a perfect ballerina’s body. Still I think
of 13 as being around the age when most girls give up ballet.
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MC: Yes, definitely. My body was ideal for ballet at that time. I was also a very late bloomer in
every way in my maturity. So, I was very much a little girl when I started ballet.

  

KW: Harriet Pakula-Teweles asks: What is your favorite role as a ballerina?

  

MC: I believe I am yet to dance my favorite role, but I am pretty open to adapting to different
characters. Right now, I’ve really enjoyed doing the role of Swanhilde in Coppelia. I’ve had a
great process so far finding the character and learning the steps. But I would love to be
Odette/Odile in Swan Lake one day. I think that would be the ultimate role. 

  

  

  

  

KW: Do you think audiences still expect the Swan to be played by a White female? 
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MC: I think that’s most people’s expectation and ideal, because that’s what they’ve always seen
in ballet. It’s almost a subconscious thing that makes them think that only a White woman could
portray that role. But she’s a swan, she’s a character, so I believe she can be any color. 

  

KW: In the book, you have a recurring theme where you say, “This is for the little brown
girls.” What do you mean by that?

  

MC: I feel like I represent every young dancer, and even non-dancer, who felt they were not
accepted by the ballet world. I’d like to think that they can see themselves in me. So, every time
I made that statement, I was sort of saying, “I’m doing this for you, so it will be easier for you.” 

  

KW: You remind me a little of Venus and Serena Williams in how you came from a
humble background. They learned to play tennis on public courts in L.A. and you were
introduced to ballet, not at a prestigious program, but at your local Boys and Girls Club,
also in LA. How did you manage to fare so well without any formal training before your
teens?

  

MC: I think I always felt a connection to music and to movement. Growing up, I was surrounded
by R&B and Hip-Hop, and the closest thing I could find to dance was gymnastics which I
watched on TV. So, I just used those avenues I found available right in my milieu to express
what was inside of me. Ballet was exactly what I was searching for, but my environment
definitely made me the dancer and the person that I am today. And the Hip-Hop culture was a
big part of it.  

  

KW: What did it feel like to be ignored by the White ballerinas in your dance company
when you arrived in New York at the age of 16? 

  

MC: I felt isolated because I didn’t know what the reason was at that age. My being Black had
never been talked about in the studio where I trained in California. I was just another dancer.
When I moved to Manhattan, I first thought I was being singled out because I had trained for
such a short period of time. But I was the only Black girl.
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KW: What did you think of two popular ballet movies: Black Swan  and The Company? 

  

MC: The Company was interesting. I didn’t love it, although it might be compelling to someone
who isn’t a dancer. There wasn’t a lot of dialogue, and you were just kind of observing the
creative process of choreography and in class. My reaction to the film was, well, this is my
everyday life which is not that interesting to watch up on the screen. However, 
Black Swan
, I did enjoy. It was super theatrical and over the top. Plus, I’m a Natalie Portman fan. I wouldn’t
say it was realistic, but I found it very entertaining. 

  

  

  

  

KW: Harriet Pakula-Teweles also asks: How much is your dancing a role influenced by
the music—and do you have a favorite composer whose music just lifts you that much
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higher?

  

MC: I love Philip Glass. It’s so complicated, if you really listen to it. There’s so much happening
in his music, yet there can be movement created that’s such a contrast to it, that makes for a
very pleasant experience when you see dance with it. Yes, I’m definitely influenced by the
music. We dance to music, and you have to listen to it, and phrase your dancing and movement
in a certain way to compliment the music. We have to work hand in hand, the dancer and the
music. It depends on how I’m listening to the music to make it work not just with the music but
with the character I’m playing, because when you’re dancing, you have to act out mime, which
tells the story. And the music reflects that mime. So, they kind of work together.  

  

KW: Editor Lisa Loving asks: Who was your biggest influence?

  

MC: In the ballet world, I definitely have to give credit to Paloma Herrera, because I idolized her
in my early years of training. She was everything for me. Then, getting to be in the company
alongside her, to be able to face my idol and dance with her on the stage, was just amazing!

  

KW: Lisa Loving also asks: What is the most surprising thing people should know about
you?

  

MC: I think I’m pretty laid back. I like cooking, being at home, and going to concerts. And I love
to shop!

  

KW: What is your favorite dish to cook?

  

MC: I make a good salmon dish in the broiler that I marinate from scratch with orange juice and
soy sauce and scallions. I love fish!

  

KW: The Uduak Oduok question: Who is your favorite clothes designer?
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MC: Oh, I love Helmut Lang! I love Stella McCartney and Diane von Furstenberg and Christian
Louboutin shoes. I love too many designers!

  

KW: Speaking of shoes, I was surprised to learn from your book that a good pair of ballet
shoes costs around $80. 

  

MC: It takes a lot of money to be a part of the ballet world. Both the training and the supplies
are expensive, the shoes, the leotards and the tights.  

  

  

  

KW: I was also fascinated by the fact that your knees curve backwards. 
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MC: We call it hyper-extended. They’re beyond straight. And that creates a very pretty line in
ballet.

  

KW: Is there any question no one ever asks you, that you wish someone would?

  

MC: I can’t think of one. [Laughs out loud] I’ve been asked a lot of questions throughout my
career.

  

KW: Would you like to say something controversial that would get this interview
tweeted?

  

MC: No. [Laughs]

  

KW: The bookworm Troy Johnson question: What was the last book you read?

  

MC: Seriously, mine. http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1476737983/ref%3dnosim/th
slfofire-20 &nbsp; 

  

KW: The music maven Heather Covington question: What was the last song you listened
to? 

  

MC: On my way here, I listened to “Worst Behavior” by  Drake . [Laughs] http://www.amazon.c
om/exec/obidos/ASIN/B00F6HL58I/ref=nosim/thslfofire-20

  

KW: The Mike Pittman question: What was your best career decision?
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MC: Deciding to dance the part of the Firebird, even though I had six stress fractures.

  

KW: When you look in the mirror, what do you see?

  

MC: A ballerina.
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KW: If you could have one wish instantly granted, what would that be for?

  

MC: To have American ballet look like the rainbow.

  

KW: The Jamie Foxx question: If you only had 24 hours to live, how would you spend the
time? 

  

MC: Dancing, listening to music, and drinking wine. [Laughs]

  

KW: The Ling-Ju Yen question: What is your earliest childhood memory?

  

MC: Playing with my siblings at about 5 years of age.

  

KW: The Kerry Washington question: If you were an animal, what animal would you be?

  

MC: A dog.

  

KW: The Anthony Mackie question: Is there anything that you promised yourself you’d
do if you became famous, that you still haven’t done yet?

  

MC: No. I don’t think I’ve ever thought of that.

  

KW: The Melissa Harris-Perry question: How did your first big heartbreak impact who
you are as a person?
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MC: I think anything that affects me in my personal life is going to help me be a better artist on
stage.

  

KW: The Viola Davis question: What’s the biggest difference between who you are at
home as opposed to the person we see on the red carpet?

  

MC: I definitely like to be natural and more relaxed and not wear a lot of makeup.

  

KW: The Anthony Anderson question: If you could have a superpower, which one would
you choose?

  

MC: I’d fly!

  

KW: The Judyth Piazza question: What key quality do you believe all successful people
share? 

  

MC: Striving for perfection.

  

KW: The Gabby Douglas question: If you had to choose another profession, what would
that be?

  

MC: A chef.

  

KW: What advice do you have for anyone who wants to follow in your footsteps?
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MC: To surround yourself with people who care about and support you. And to do it for yourself
and because you love it. 

  

KW: The Tavis Smiley question: How do you want to be remembered?

  

MC: For making a positive change in the ballet world. 

  

KW: Thanks again for the time, Misty [Copeland], and best of luck with both the book and
with ballet. Now, I’m going to have to come and see you perform.

  

MC: Yes you do, Kam [Williams]! Thank you.

  

To order a copy of Life in Motion, visit:

  

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1476737983/ref%3dnosim/thslfofire-20 &nbsp; 

  

[Update: Misty Copeland appears in Ric Burns' new documentary: "American Ballet Theatre: A
History"  which premieres May 15 2015 at 9pm on PBS. The full film will subsequently stream
on the "American Masters" website ( http://pbs.org/americanmasters ) beginning May
16, and it will be available on the PBS channel of many internet providers -- details here: 
http://www.pbs.org/anywhere/home/.
The film will be available on DVD July 14 from PBS Distribution.

  

Misty was interviewed on 60 Minutes last Sunday, May 11th 2015. She was also just on the
cover of Time Magazine as one of the 100 Most Influential People in the World. See: http://2jrv
4x1h2wdx3uji952zogqe.wpengine.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/time_misty.jpg
]
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  

About the author of this interview: Kam Williams is a syndicated film and book critic who
writes for 100+ publications around the U.S., Europe, Asia, Africa, Canada, and the Caribbean.
He is a member of the  New York Film
Critics Online , the N
AACP Image Awards Nominating Committee
, and 
Rotten Tomatoes
. He is a contributor to TheLoop21.com
, eurweb.com
and so on.  He is also a columnist for our webmag 
www.megadiversities.com
.  One of his interviews made the cover of 
Heart and Soul
magazine last fall.  One of Kam Williams' interviews with Spike Lee is included in the 2002 book
entitled 
Spike Lee: Interviews (Conversations with filmmakers)
.  This book collects the best interviews of Lee.  Some of Kam Williams' articles are translated
into Chinese and Spanish.  In 2008, he was Voted Most Outstanding Journalist of the Decade
by the 
Disilgold Soul Literary Review
.  In addition, he has been honored at the U.N. (for BMORENEWS GLOBAL FORUM ON
WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT) on June 15th 2012 by the Foundation for the Support of the
United Nations (FSUN). Williams is an erudite Attorney who holds a BA in Black Studies from
Cornell University, an MA in English from Brown University, an M.B.A. from The Wharton
School, and a J.D. from Boston University. Kam Williams is a member of the Bar in NJ, NY, CT,
PA, MA & US Supreme Court bars. He lives in Princeton, (New Jersey) with his wife and son.
Kam Williams can be reached at 
kwilliams@megadiversities.com
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